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 Instructions for students / parents 
 Namaskar dear students! 
 In  the  academic  year  2021-22,  you  could  not  go  to  school  as  usual,  but  your  teachers 

 were  trying  to  bring  education  to  you  through  various  media.  Even  though  our 
 school  was  not  regular,  the  education  continued.  Now  we  are  getting  ready  for  the 
 new  academic  year.  This  bridge  course  has  been  prepared  for  the  purpose  of 
 pre-preparation  for  the  academic  year  2022-23  as  well  as  a  review  of  the  previous 
 year's syllabus. 

 1.  This  year's  syllabus  is  based  on  the  important  concepts  of  the  previous  class,  the 
 same concepts have been included in this bridge course. 

 2.  The  duration  of  the  bridge  course  has  been  fixed  at  30  days  and  it  consists  of  two 
 tests. These tests are based on the Activity Sheets in the bridge  course. 

 3.  Each  Activity  Sheet  in  the  bridge  syllabus  has  been  prepared  with  the  aim  of 
 clarifying important concepts. 

 4. The Activity Sheet is constructed as follows: 
 ●  Let's Understand :  The concepts included in the Activity Sheet are given here. 
 ●  Reference :  Reference is made to last year's lesson. 
 ●  Learning  Outcomes  /  Competency  Statements  :  Learning  Outcomes  and 

 developing competencies that can be achieved through the given Activity Sheet. 
 ●  Let’s  take  a  look  :  A  brief  explanation  is  given  to  make  the  concept  clearer.  It 

 includes tables, concept diagrams, flow charts, figures, etc. 
 ●  Let's  Practice  :  The  questions  are  designed  with  a  balance  of  knowledge, 

 understanding,  application  and  skills  to  further  practice  the  concepts  and  contents 
 understood. 

 ●  Links  for  more  study  :  To  strengthen  the  concepts  in  the  Activity  Sheet,  video 
 links of related concepts on the Diksha portal are provided. 

 5.  The  Activity  Sheet  should  be  solved  under  the  guidance  of  the  teacher.  Parents  and 
 students should keep in touch with the teacher to stay consistent in the study. 

 6.  Attempts  should  be  made  to  complete  it  within  the  time  allotted  for  each  Activity 
 Sheet. 

 7.  The  answers  to  the  questions  in  the  Activity  Sheet  should  be  solved  in  a 
 separate notebook and preserve the notebook for internal assessment. 

 8.  Small  activities  as  well  as  experiments  are  given.  These  should  be  performed  by  the 
 students in the presence of parents or teachers. 

 9.  Students  should  better  understand  the  concept  by  watching  the  related  videos  using 
 the links given at the end of the Activity Sheet. 

 10.  Seek  the  help  of  your  parents  or  teachers  if  you  have  any  problems  solving  the 
 Activity  Sheet.  We  are  confident  that  you  too  will  successfully  complete  this  bridge 
 course and prepare yourself for the new academic year 2022-23 with confidence. 

 Best wishes  for completing the bridge course with sincerity and self-effort! 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  3 
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 Instructions for teachers 
 The  global  crisis  of  coronavirus  outbreak  in  the  academic  year  2021-22  has  led  to 

 many  difficulties  in  direct  classroom  teaching.  We  all  tried  to  reach  out  to  the  students 

 using  various  media.  We  also  had  great  success  in  it.  But  due  to  lack  of  direct  teaching, 

 our  efforts  were  facing  many  limitations.  The  crisis  is  not  over  yet.  This  bridge  course  is 

 created  to  review  the  studies  done  by  our  students  in  the  academic  year  2022-23,  as 

 well as for pre-preparation of the current academic year curriculum. 

 1. The bridge course is to be completed in a period of 30 days. 

 2.  In  this  bridge  course,  the  most  important  concepts  of  the  previous  year  have  been 

 included and presented in the form of Activity Sheets. 

 3.  Each  of  the  Activity  Sheets  is  constructed  in  such  a  way  that  they  contain  small 

 activities  and  experiments  which  can  be  easily  performed  by  the  students  using  the 

 materials that are readily available . 

 4.  Understand  the  structure  of  the  Activity  Sheet  in  a  systematic  way,  so  that  it  will  be 

 easier to solve. 

 Let's  Understand  :  Here  are  the  key  concepts  included  in  the  Activity  Sheet 

 related  to  last  year's  lesson.  Much  emphasis  has  been  placed  on  last  year's  concepts, 

 which have been further expanded this year. 

 Reference  :  Reference  is  made  to  last  year's  lesson.  Students  should  be 

 instructed to use their last year’s textbook. 

 Learning  Outcomes  /  Competency  Statements  :  Learning  Outcomes  and 

 developing  competencies  that  can  be  achieved  through  the  given  Activity  Sheet.  While 

 solving  the  Activity  Sheet,  attention  should  be  paid  to  the  achievement  of  the  learning 

 outcome, as well as to the development of the relevant competency. 

 Let’s  take  a  look  :  A  brief  explanation  is  given  to  make  the  concept  clearer.  It 

 includes  tables,  concept  diagrams,  flow  charts,  figures,  etc.  Here  you  can  design  various 

 other  learning  experiences.  Important  points  and  brief  information  are  provided  to 

 make  your  teaching  easier.  You  can  add  explanations  to  those  concepts  as  per  available 

 time. 

 Let's  Practice  :  The  questions  are  designed  with  a  balance  of  knowledge, 

 understanding,  application  and  skills  to  further  practice  the  concepts  and  contents 

 understood.  The  practice  questions  in  each  Activity  Sheet  should  be  written  by  the 

 students  in  an  independent  notebook.  This  will  lead  to  revision  as  well  as  writing 

 practice. These notebooks should be submitted after completion of the bridge course. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  4 
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 Links  for  more  study  :  To  strengthen  the  concepts  in  the  Activity  Sheet,  video 

 links  of  related  concepts  on  the  Diksha  portal  are  provided.  Students  should  be 

 instructed to watch these videos at this link at home. 

 5.  This  bridge  course  will  be  useful  for  understanding  various  concepts  in  the  present 

 class,  for  awakening  the  students'  foreknowledge  as  well  as  for  reviewing  the  students' 

 learning. 

 6.  Observe  that  the  students  solve  the  Activity  Sheets  strictly  as  per  the  plan  given  in 

 the index. 

 7.  The  teacher  should  pay  attention  to  the  fact  that  the  students  will  solve  the  Activity 

 Sheets  in  the  bridge  syllabus  honestly  and  with  self-effort.  Understand  their  problems 

 and help them accordingly. 

 8.  After  reviewing  certain  units,  the  given  tests  should  be  attempted  by  the  students. 

 After  checking  the  tests,  they  should  be  evaluated  by  adopting  proper  criteria  and  the 

 marks should be recorded. 

 9.  After  the  evaluation  of  each  test,  the  students  who  need  therapeutic  teaching  should 

 be properly guided. Thus all the two tests should be implemented. 

 10.  After  completing  this  30  days  bridge  course,  you  should  start  teaching  your  regular 

 course. 

 Best wishes for the academic year 2022-23 ! 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  5 
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 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30 
 Preparatory Bridge Course 

 Standard : III 
 Subject: Environmental Studies 

 Index 

 Day  Activity Sheet No.  Name of the Activity Sheet 

 1  1  My diet 

 2  2  First Aid 

 3 , 4  3  Cleanliness 

 5  4  Body Parts 

 6  5  Our Environment 

 7 , 8  6  Local Industries 

 9  7  Occupations in the area 

 10  8  Uses of water 

 11  9  Storage of water 

 12  10  Disaster Management 

 13  11  Fruits in the area 

 14  12  Our Clothes 

 15  13  Flowers in area 

 16 , 17  14  Animals and their uses 

 18 , 19  15  Shelter 

 20 , 21  16  Information and communication tools 

 22 , 23  17  Means of transportation 

 24 , 25  18  Growth 

 26 , 27  19  Plants and crops in Environment 

 28  20  Calendar 

 29  21  Introduction of village 

 30  22  Our India 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  6 
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 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30 
 Preparatory Bridge Course 

 Standard: III  Subject: Environmental Studies 

 Activity Sheet : 01 

 My diet 

 Let's Understand :  Diet, importance of food, care to take. 
 References :  1.3 My diet (Page no.4 from  ‘Play,do,learn’  , textbook of Std.II) 
 Learning Outcomes :  Participates in activities related to food, clothing, shelter. 
 Let's take a look : 

 The foods we eat and drink during the day are called  diet  . 

 Our diet consists of vegetables, Chapati or Bhakri, Dal- rice. 
 We must eat all kinds of vegetables. 

 We must include leafy vegetables in our 
 diet . 

 We should eat a variety of fruits  . 

 Drinking plenty of water 
 along with this helps in 
 digestion of food . 

 The importance of food : 
 ●  Food helps our body to grow and gives energy to work 
 ●  Our bones become stronger. 
 ●  Food produces blood. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  7 
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 Take care : 

 Our body needs a proper diet, regular exercise to stay healthy. It also promotes good 
 body growth  . 

 Let's Practice: 
 Q.1) Strike off the wrong words in bold letters. 

 1) We eat fruits with  cooking / without cooking. 
 2) We eat cucumber  fried / raw. 
 3) We roast  chapati / bhaji  in a pan. 

 Q.2) Choose the correct option from the following. 
 1) Which of the following should Sonu eat to stay healthy? 

 a) Biscuits  b) Oily foods  c) Fruits  d) Pizza 
 2) Which of the following is a leafy vegetable? 

 a) Peas  b) Chickpeas  c) Spinach  d) Potatoes 
 3) Which of the following grains is used to make Usal by sprouting it. 

 a) Wheat      b) Millet  c) Matki  d) Maize 

 Q.3) Write whether the following statements are right or wrong. 
 1) Eat every home-made food happily.  _____________________ 
 2) Eat exposed and uncovered foods.  _____________________ 
 3) Eat foods like chocolate, wafers, and ice cream regularly. _____________________ 

 Links for more study: : 
 https://diksha.gov.in/dial/U2L1DE 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312525438667661312123756?referrer=utm_source%3 

 Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31223799605545369621770 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_3128502007042785281571?referrer=utm_source%3D 

 mobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31287147063833395211634 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  8 
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 Activity sheet : 02 
 First Aid 

 Let's Understand :  - Identification and uses of the first aid box. 
 References :  First aid (Page no.5 from  ‘Play,do,learn’  , textbook of Std.II) 
 Learning Outcomes :  Understands good health habits and follows them. 
 Let's take a look : 

 In  the  above  picture  Sonu  fell  while  riding  a  bicycle.  Scratched  his  leg.  Will  he  go  to  the 
 hospital right away? State the reason. 
 __________________________________________________________________ 

 What do you think? How should he be treated? 
 ____________________________________________________ 

 We  use  a  first  aid  box  when  someone  is  hurt,  injured,  cut  or 
 scratched  while  working  at  home  or  at  school.  Then  if  there  is 
 more injury, we go to the hospital. 

 First aid kit materials : 

 Cotton:  Cotton is used if there is bleeding on the wound or cut. The sticking tape is 
 used to hold the cotton. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  9 
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 Gauze Roll :  The mesh, soft cloth strip 
 shown in the picture is used to bandage 
 the wound. 

 Iodine: 
 Iodine is used to clean wounds, to stop 
 bleeding from wounds, and to apply as a 
 dressing to wounds. 

 Banded strip: 
 A bandaged bandage is used to prevent 
 water from entering the wound. 

 Ointment  : 
 Ointment is used for drying / healing 
 wet wounds. 

 We must have a first aid box at home, just like at School. 
 Let's Practice: 
 1) What would you do if your friend fell off a bicycle and hit you on the leg? 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 2) Which home remedy do you use in the following situation? 
 A)You have a headache. 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 B) You have a cold. 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 C)You are vomiting. 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_312931560678866944110 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  10 
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 Activity sheet : 03 
 Cleanliness 

 Let's Understand :  Cleanliness of house,surrounding, dry and wet waste,personal 
 hygiene and its importance 
 References :  1.6.Cleanliness  (Page no.6 from  ‘Play,do,learn’  , textbook of Std.II) 
 Learning Outcomes  :  Understand good health habits and follow them. 
 Let's take a look : 

 Write the answers to the questions by observing the given pictures. 

 A neat and clean home  Untidy home 

 Which of the above homes would you like to live in? 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 What do you need to do to keep your home clean? 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 If  our  home  is  clean  and  tidy,  we  will  feel  good.  Items  are  found  in  the  right  place. 
 Maintaining  cleanliness  in  the  home  is  the  responsibility  of  everyone  in  the  family. 
 Garbage  in  the  house  should  not  be  thrown  here  and  there,  it  should  be  thrown  in  the 
 dustbin.  We  should  not  throw  garbage  outside  our  house.It  keeps  our  surroundings 
 clean. 

 Wet waste and dry waste should be disposed of in separate dustbins. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  11 
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 We should  keep our surroundings clean. This protects us from various diseases and 
 germs.  Do not defecate in the open places.Toilet should be used for this. 
 In the same way, we must maintain personal hygiene. For this you should take a bath 
 every day. 

 Skin, eyes and nose should be kept clean. 
 Hair  should  be  combed  daily. 

 Nails should be trimmed regularly. 

 Teeth  should  be  brushed  twice  a  day 
 after  waking  up  in  the  morning  and 
 before going to bed at night. 

 If eaten with dirty hands, the dirt goes into the stomach, the stomach gets worse. 
 Therefore, wash your hands before and after meals as well as after defecation. 

 Wash your hands as shown in the picture on the side. 
 The following tools should be used for this… 

 If we do not maintain cleanliness, different diseases can occur. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  12 
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 Let's Practice : 
 Q. 1) Write the answers. 
 1) What materials will you use to clean the school surroundings? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) Raju wants to brush his teeth. What tools will he use for that? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q. 2)  Write whether the following statements are Right or Wrong. 
 1) Do not throw garbage in the dustbin.  ___________________________ 
 2) Cut nails regularly.  ___________________________ 
 3) Keep the surroundings clean.  ___________________________ 
 4) Get up late in the morning.  ___________________________ 
 5) Help mother with household chores.  ___________________________ 

 Q. 3) Write examples. 
 1) Wet waste _____________________________________________________ 

 2) Dry waste _____________________________________________________ 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/dial/U2L1DE 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312525442991054848123757?referrer=utm_source% 

 3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3122456130514370562258 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31269864101455462416479?referrer=utm_source%3 

 Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31269865448722432016616 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  13 
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 Activity sheet : 04 
 Body Parts 

 Let's Understand :  Identification of organs, their functions and uses. 
 References :    1.7 Body Parts (Page no.7 from  ‘Play,do,learn’  , textbook of Std.II) 
 Learning Outcomes  :  Understand good health habits and follows them. 
 Let's take a look : 

 Can you guess from a picture, the body parts that are used while playing. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 We have to use body parts while performing various tasks. These body parts are 
 called organs. Ears, nose, hands, feet are our organs. 
 We can see with our eyes. 

 The ears make us hear. 

 We can breathe and smell with our nose. 

 . 

 You have to use many organs at the same time to perform an action. 
 If Rohan wants to ride a bicycle, he will have to use his eyes, ears, arms, and legs. 
 We do all the work with the help of the body. 

 Precautions to take: 
 We have to take care of our body. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  14 
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 The body posture should be correct while performing various movements and actions. 
 We must sit straight while reading, writing and sitting on the bench. 

 Do not stand with a poked back. 
 We must stand and walk straight. 

 Do not bend your back. Sit up straight. 

 Prevention of bad habits : 
 Some habits are bad. That should be avoided. Don't overuse mobile, TV, video games, or 
 computers. 

 Excessive use of the above items has adverse effects on the eyes. So, don't look 
 at these things for too long. Don't spend time playing on it. Don't watch TV too closely. 

 Let's Practice :  
 Q1) Write down which organ is used to sense the following information. 

 1) The flower is yellow.  ___________________________ 
 2) Perfume smells good.  ___________________________ 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  15 
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 3) The Cuckoo is singing outside.  ___________________________ 

 Q2) Write down which organs are used in performing the following actions. 
 1) While playing Vitti Dandu  ___________________________ 
 2) While washing clothes  ___________________________ 

 Q3) Write the color of the following ingredients. 
 1) Turmeric  ___________________________ 
 2) Salt  ___________________________ 
 3) Ripe chillies  ___________________________ 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/dial/U2L1DE 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31277435804605644818768?referrer=utm_s 

 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31279133205834 

 956811640 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31307392955320729615440?referrer=utm_sou 

 rce%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31320539598369587218174?referrer=utm_sour 

 ce%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content 
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 Activity sheet : 05 
 Our Environment 

 Let's Understand :  Our environment 
 References :    Natural elements (Page no.38 from  ‘Play,do,learn’  , textbook of Std.II) 
 Learning Outcomes :    Understands the elements of nature around us like land, water, 
 air, mountains, trees-creepers, humans etc. 
 Let's take a look  :  
 Our Surroundings 

 The area around us is known as Surroundings. There are many things that exist 
 around us. 

   
 There  are  mountains,  rivers,  soil,  rocks, 
 air, fruits, flowers. 

 The  air  is  not  visible.  But  it  is 
 everywhere.  To  understand  this  do  the 
 following activity. 

 Take  a  fan  or  cardboard  and  move  it 
 vigorously.  We  can  feel  the  air.  From 
 this  we  understand  the  existence  of  air 
 around us. 

 We need air. 
 All animals and plants need air. 

 There are trees, creepers, animals, birds. We are also included in this environment. 

 Let's Practice : 
 Q. 1) List the object found in your surroundings. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  17 
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 Q. 2) Which things are found in your classroom? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.  3)  Observe  the  following  picture.  Consider  that  you  are  there  in  that  picture  and 
 write down the names of the objects in your surroundings. 

 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 

 Q.4) Draw a picture of any tree and color it. 

 Q.5) What is the person filling in  the balloon in the picture? 

 ____________________________________ 

 Q.6)  What  is  causing  the  clothes  in  the  picture  to  fly?  What  will  you  do  to  prevent  these 
 clothes from falling to the ground? 

 ____________________________________ 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  18 
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 Q.7) Write the names of the items from which these are made. 

 A) ________________________ 

 B) ________________________ 

 C) ________________________ 

 Q.8) Make soap water and create bubbles out of it. 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_3129315732919336961100 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31292736933677465614979 
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 Activity sheet : 06 
 Local Industries 

 Let's Understand :  Introduction to different occupations around you. 
 Reference:  World of work (Page No. 33 and 34  ‘Play, Do, Learn’,  textbook of Std.II) 
 Learning Outcomes:  Provide information on small scale industries in the area. 
 Let’s take a look : 

 Food, clothing, and shelter are our needs. In addition, we need milk and teachers 
 to study. People do different kinds of work in our area to meet our needs. 

 What does your father do? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 What do you want to be? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 You may have seen various industries in the area. 
 Handloom industry : 
 In  this  industry,  the  cloth  is  woven  by 
 hand. 

 Powerloom industry: 
 In  this  industry,  clothes  are  weaved  with 
 the help of machinery. 

 Newspaper  seller  :  A  person  who  sells 
 all  kinds  of  newspapers  is  called  a 
 newspaper seller. 

 Fruit seller : 
 A person who sells various fruits is 
 called a fruit seller. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  20 
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 Papad  and  pickle  Industry  :  In  this 
 industry,  various  types  of  papad,  pickles 
 are prepared and sold. 

 Florist :  In this industry, flower sellers 
 sell different types of flowers, garlands 
 and bouquets. 

 Pottery  making  :  In  this  industry, 
 various  types  of  utensils  are  made  from 
 clay. Examples: pottery, pots, pans, etc. 

 Tailoring:  In  this  industry,  people  sew 
 different  types  of  clothes.  We  call  that 
 person a tailor. E.g. Frocks, shirts, etc. 

 Key  making  :  All  types  of  lock  keys  are 
 made  in  this  industry.  If  you  accidentally 
 lose  the  key  to  your  home,  a  key  maker 
 makes a new key. 

 Let's Practice : 

 Q.1) Write the names of the local industries in your area. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2)  Visit  the  garment  industry  in  your  village  and  gather  information  about  the 
 materials required for it. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  21 
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 Q.3) What would you do if you lost the key to your bicycle lock? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.4)  Make different fruits out of clay and colour them. 

 Links for more study : 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31283031289393152019576?referrer=utm_so 
 urce%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31292736365939 
 916814955 
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 Activity sheet : 07 
 Occupations in the area 

 Let's Understand :  Occupation in the surrounding. 
 Reference :  ‘Who does what’ (Class II Balbharti Lesson No. 21). 
 Learning Outcome:  Understand different occupations in the surroundings. 
 Let’s take a look : 

 People in our area do different work. Their work is called occupation. 

 Farmers:  Farmers work in the fields, so 
 all the people get food. 

 Soldiers:  Soldiers protect our country. 

 Doctors:  Doctors examine sick people. 

 Teacher:  Teachers teaches students. 

 Postman:  Postman delivers letters, 
 mail, telegrams, etc. to the given 
 address. 

 Nurses:  Nurses serves patients. 

 Let's Practice: 
 Q.1) What kind of work do people do in your area? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2) Who gives us food grains? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
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 Q.3) Who does what? 

 1) Doctor:  ________________________ 

 2) Soldiers:  ________________________ 

 3) Teacher:  ________________________ 

 4) Postman:  ________________________ 

 Links for more study: 
 https://bit.ly/3w2Pvz6 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_3128502007042785281571?referrer=utm_source%3D 

 mobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3128671669285601281215 
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 Activity Sheet : 08 
 Uses of water 

 Let's Understand :  The uses of water. 
 Reference :  (Page No. 36 and 37  ‘Play, Do, Learn’,  textbook of Std.II) 
 Learning outcomes :  Explains the various uses of water. 

 Let’s take a look : 
 1) What is the first thing you do when you wake up in the morning? 

 2) What do you need for that? 

 We do different things throughout the day. 
 For which, we need water. 

 Uses of Water: 
 Water to drink. 

 Water for bathing. 

 Water for cooking. 

 Water  for  crops  in  the 
 field. 

 Water for manufacturing 

 Ok!  Does  man  only  need 
 water? ______________ 

 Animals and plants also 
 need water. 

 Animals need water. 

 Plants need water for 
 growth 
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 Water is very important in human life, that is why water is called life. So, we 
 should use water sparingly. A dipper should be used for taking water out of the pot for 
 drinking. 

 Let's Practice: 
 1) Where do animals go for drinking water? 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 2) What efforts do you make to clean the water in your house ? 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 3) What will you do to save water? 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31292736365939916814955 
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 Activity Sheet : 09 
 Storage of water 

 Let's Understand :  Storage of water. 
 Reference:  ‘Play, Do, Learn’  (Textbook for Class II, Page no. 36 and 37.) 
 Learning  Outcomes  :  Explain  the  various  uses  of  water,  talk  about  water,  tell  stories 
 about water storage devices and paint pictures. 
 Let’s take a look : 
 Use of water: 
 You  need  water  to  perform  various  tasks  in  daily  life  (such  as  drinking,  bathing,  washing 
 dishes and clothes). 

 Water storage reservoirs: 
 You  get  water  from  the  rains.  If  you  do 
 not  store  it,  there  won’t  be  enough 
 water. So, you have to store water. 

 Dam 

 A  dam  is  built  to  retain  water  from  the 
 river and water is stored. 
 Public water tank: 

 A  cement  water  tank  is  built  at  a  height 
 in  the  area  to  supply  water  to  all  the 
 houses in the area. 
 Household water tank: 

 A  water  tank  on  the  roof  is  used  to  store 
 water  for  various  tasks  in  the  house. 
 You  need  water  constantly.  We  store 
 water  in  the  house  to  get  water  as 
 needed. 

 The  picture  below  shows  water 
 storage containers. 
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 Water  should  be  used  sparingly. 
 Water  should  be  stored  properly.  Cover 
 drinking  water  with  a  lid.  A  dipper 
 should  be  used  for  taking  water  out  of 
 the pot for drinking. 

 Let's Practice 
 Q.1) Answer the following questions: 
 1) What is used to store water in your house? 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 2) Where do wild animals go for drinking water? 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2) Identify the pictures given below. 

 a)  b)  c) 
 __________________  __________________  ______________________ 
 __________________  __________________  ______________________ 

 Q.3) Recite rhymes based on water. 

 Q.4) Colour the picture given below. 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31292736365939916814955 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_3128502007042785281571?referrer=utm_source%3D 

 mobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31286712694459596816305 
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 Activity Sheet : 10 
 Disaster Management 

 Let’s Understand  :  Natural Elements, Natural Events. 
 Reference:  Disaster Management ( page no. 38 from the textbook  Play, Do, Learn  , 
 Std-II ) 
 Learning Outcome :  Identify pictures of Natural calamities like Earthquakes, Floods, 
 Tsunami, Wildfire, strike of lightning etc. 
 Let’s take a look  : 

 We  all  live  on  land,  that  is, 
 earth.  There  are  small  hills  on  the  earth, 
 there  are  big  mountains,  there  are  vast 
 plains on the earth. 

 Different  events  take  place  in 
 our  surroundings  every  day.  The  Sun 

 rises  every  day.  It  is  known  as  sunrise  . 
 The  day  begins with sunrise. 

 The Sun sets every day. It is 
 known as  sunset  . 

 The night begins with sunset. We see 
 Moon and stars at night. 

 Many times,  accidents happen, terrible 
 crises occur. In which several people are 
 injured and die. The animals die. Crops 
 get destroyed. There is great damage to 
 property. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  29 
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 Natural Disasters : 
 Earthquake 

 There  are  some  movements  that  occur 
 inside  the  earth.  So,  the  ground  shakes. 
 Buildings collapse. 
 Wildfire 

 The  branches  of  the  trees  rub  against 
 each other and start a fire. 
 Strike of lightning 

 Lightning strikes in the rainy season, 
 killing people and animals. 
 Drought 

 Lack of water makes the land dry. The 
 trees dry up. 
 Tsunami 

 There  is  an  earthquake  in  the  sea.  Huge 
 waves  form.  These  waves  are  called 
 Tsunamis  . 

 Storm 

 Suddenly  a  strong  wind  blows 
 and  carries  away  houses,  animals, 
 people and vehicles. 
 Flood 

 The river water rises due to continuous 
 rains during the monsoons. This is 
 called flooding the river. Accidents such 
 as earthquakes, floods, tsunamis, 
 droughts,wildfire and lightning strikes 
 are caused by natural causes. This 
 causes a lot of dama 
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 Let’s Practice : 
 Q.1) Answer the following questions. 
 1) There is scarcity of water in your village. What will you do? 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 2) Do you swim in  the flood water? Give a reason. 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2) Write whether the following statements are right or wrong. 
 1) When the floods come, the river water recedes.  _________________ 

 2) When there was a drought, the land became dry.  _________________ 

 3) When the ground shakes, it is called a wildfire.  _________________ 

 4)There is no damage in case of a striking lightning.  _________________ 

 5) Houses, cars, and people are swept away in the storm.  _________________ 

 Q.3) Draw any of the natural elements like mountains, sun, moon, stars, trees, rivers 
 and colour it. 

 Q.4) Identify the following pictures of disasters. 

 a)  b) 

 ----------------------------  --------------------------- 
 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/dial/3Z2MWB 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31269864101455462416479?referrer=utm_so 

 urce%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31269868916950 

 630413058 
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 Activity Sheet : 11 
 Fruits in the area 

 Let's Understand :  The taste and colour of the fruits. 
 Reference  :  1.3.  Fruit  Processing  (  page  no.  47,48  from  the  textbook  ‘  Play,  Do,Learn’ 
 Std-II) 
 Learning Outcome :  Identify different fruits with their taste and colour. 
 Let's take a look : 
 We should include a variety of fruits in 
 our daily diet. 

 We should like to eat all kinds of fruits. 
 We see differences in a variety of fruits 
 all around us. 

 Colour and taste: 
 The taste of the fruit varies. Some fruits 
 are sweet. eg. - Chiku. 

 Some fruits are sour. eg.Tamarind 

 Some fruits are astringent. eg-Amla. 

 The colour of the fruit is not the same. 

 The raw mango is green in colour and sour in taste. Ripened mango is sweet in 
 taste and yellow in colour. Raw bananas, raw tomatoes are green in color. When ripe, 
 bananas turn yellow on the outside and taste sweet. Also, tomatoes turn red when ripe. 
 Use of fruits: 

 Fruits are used to make jams, jellies, syrups, marmalades, and medicines. 

 State Council of Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune 30  32 
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 Let's Practice: 

 Q.1) Write the answers to the following questions. 
 1) Make a list of fruits you know. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) What is your favorite fruit? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 3) Draw a picture of any one fruit and fill it with colour. 

 Q.2) Write names. 
 1) Fruits with one seed  ________________________________ 

 2) Fruits with more seeds  ________________________________ 

 3) Fruits without seeds  ________________________________ 

 4)Fruits that is red outside  ________________________________ 

 5) Fruits with sour taste  ________________________________ 

 6) Fruits that are sweet to taste  ________________________________ 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_3129315732919336961100 
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 Activity Sheet : 12 
 Our Cloths 

 Let’s Understand :  Seasons and types of clothing and its uses. 
 Reference :  Introduction to different types of cloth.(Page no. 50, 53 from the textbook 
 ‘Play, Do,Learn’  of Std-II) 
 Learning Outcome :  Identify different types of clothes used in different seasons. 
 Let's take a look : 

 What kind of clothes are worn in this 
 picture? 
 _____________________ 
 _____________________ 
 Why do we wear these clothes? 

 Cotton is grown in the fields. Yarn 
 is extracted from cotton. We wear 
 clothes made from it which protect us 
 from cold, wind and rain. 

 _____________________ 
 _____________________ 

 We wear different clothes for each season. The fabrics are cotton, silk, satin, 
 velvet and wool. 

 Cotton is soft, warm and absorbs sweat. This cloth is used for dhoti, sari, 
 pancha, uniform, children's clothes, sheets etc. 
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 Silk fabric is shiny and smooth. Sarees, children's dresses, shirts, costumes for 
 plays performances are made from this fabric. 

 Woolen cloth is coarse and soft as well as warm. Sweaters, shawls, mufflers, 
 hats, socks etc. are made from woolen cloth. 

 Let's Practice: 
 Q. 1) Answer the following questions. 
 1) Which seasons do we experience in a year? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) What will happen if you wear woolen clothes in summer? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 3) Animals do not wear clothes, so how are they protected from cold? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 4) On which day do people use raincoats and umbrellas? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
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 Q2) Make a list. 
 1) List the clothes used in your area. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) Abhay and Ajay want to go to a cool place for a trip. What clothes do you think they 
 should carry with them? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q3) Do this. 
 1) Collect samples of different types of clothes. 
 2) Draw a picture of your favorite clothes from a clothing store and color it. 

 Links for more study : 
 https://diksha.gov.in/dial/N4AL1G 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_3129166576031334401741?referrer=utm_sou 

 rce%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_312929524815020 

 03212309 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31279340575083724815644?referrer=utm_s 

 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31266778461156 

 966413056 
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 Activity Sheet : 13 
 Flowers in the area 

 Let’s Understand :  Flowers with fragrance and without fragrance, colour of flowers 
 and use of flowers. 
 Reference :  ( page no. 58,68 from the textbook  ‘ Play, Do,Learn’  of Std-II) 
 Learning Outcomes :  Identifies different flowers with their colour. 
 Let's take a look : 

 We see a variety of flowers all around us. Some flowers have a smell, some 
 flowers have no smell. 

 Flowers with fragrance: 
 Rose 

 Flowers without fragrance 
 Periwinkle 

 Mogra 

 Mogra, Rose, Jai, Jui, Chafa are the 
 flowers of  fragrance. 

 Lily 
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 Periwinkle and Lily are the flowers without fragrance 

 Colors of flowers : 
 There  are  flowers  of  different  colors.  Jasmine-red,  rose-red  yellow  white  pink, 
 mogra-white, marigold-yellow. 

 Use of flowers : 
 Flowers  are  used  for  decoration,  as  a  gift,  making  bouquets  and  garlands.  It  is  also 

 used for making perfumes as well as offering God. 
 Flower garland  Decoration  Bouquet 

 Let’s Practice : 
 1) Write the names of flowers you know. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) Write the name of your favourite flower. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 3) Draw and colour a picture of any flower. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 4) Make a bouquet using flowers and leaves found in your surroundings. 

 Links for more study : 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_3129315732919336961100 
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 Activity Sheet : 14 
 Animals and their use 

 Let's Understand :  Animals, pets, and their uses. 
 Reference :  Agro Based Occupations (Pg. No. 59 in the textbook  'Play, Do, Learn'  of 
 class II) 
 Learning outcomes :  1)Identify various pets and birds and explain their uses. 

 2) Identify the organs of animals and birds through pictures. 

 Let's take a look :  Identify the following picture 

 There are different types of animals in 
 the surrounding area. Some of these 
 animals are useful to us. So, some 
 people keep animals. We call them 
 pets  . E.g. Dog, cow, bull. 

 The dog guards the house.  Cows, buffaloes, goats give milk. 

 Some keep hens. We get meat, milk and eggs from animals. 
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 Some people are engaged in farming, domesticating chickens and goats. We 
 must take care of the animals. There are some animals that live on land. The  animals 
 that fly in the sky are called birds. 

 There are various birds like crow, sparrow, parrot, peacock, pigeon, etc. 

 Some animals live in the water, such as fish, turtles, crocodiles. 

 The fish have fins. As they have fins, they can move in water. Fishes have scales 
 on their bodies. 

 Let's Practice: 
 Q1) Fill in the blanks with the correct word given in the bracket. 
 1) _____________ gives wool. (Goat / Sheep) 
 2) _____________ destroys rats. (Snake / Dog) 
 3) The animals are our _______________. (friends / enemies) 
 4) The bee gives _________________. (milk / honey) 
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 Q2) Write the answers. 
 1) Name the birds flying in the sky  _________________________________ 
 2) Name the animals that live in water  _________________________________ 
 3) Name the animals that crawl  _________________________________ 
 4) How many legs do birds have?  _________________________________ 
 5) What does a goat eat?  _________________________________ 
 6) Names the animals with horns  _________________________________ 

 Q3) Match the following. 

 Q4) Identify the different parts of the fish in the picture. 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31277299002216448014275?referrer=utm_s 
 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31248701451359 
 84641220 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_3123327096190894082255 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31319971899077427213699?referrer=utm_sour 

 ce%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content 
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 Activity sheet : 15 
 Shelter 

 Let's Understand :  Home, the need for a home, animals and their homes. 
 Reference :  Page No. 39 (Let's understand the surrounding) in the textbook of 
 'Language' subject of class II. 
 Learning outcomes :  Participate in activities related to food, clothing and shelter. 
 Let’s take a look : 

 We stay in the house to protect 
 ourselves from the cold, the wind, and 
 the rain. 

 Some animals like us need a 

 shelter. Some animals build their own 

 homes. 

 Birds live in nests. 

 Bees make hives. 

 Rats and mice make burrows under the 
 ground. 

 Some animals stay in ready-made 
 homes. 

 The tiger lives in a mountain cave. 

 We built a house for some animals. 
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 Let's Practice 
 Q.1) Write the answers. 

 1) What do birds use to make nests? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) Which animals live in burrows? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 3) What do ants use to make anthill ? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2) Join the following animals with their houses by drawing lines. 

 Q.3) What is it called? 

 1) House of Horse  ______________________________________ 

 2) House of hen  ______________________________________ 

 Q.4) Write where they live. 

 1)  2)  3) 
 ____________________  ___________________  ____________________ 

 Links for more study: 
 https://youtu.be/fYddUK14JAA 
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 Activity Sheet : 16 
 information and communication tools 

 Let’s Understand :  Tools of  Information and Communication , Parts of a computer. 

 References :  Field of Technology (p. 60 in the textbook  'Play, Do and Learn'  of Class 

 II) and Computer Tricks (Lesson on Language subject of Class II) 

 Learning  outcomes  :  Recognize  various  parts  of  the  computer  and  handle  external 
 parts. 
 Let’s take a look : 

 The  grandfather  in  the  picture  is  reading  the 

 newspaper.  Dad  is  using  mobile  to  talk.  Tai  is 

 using a computer to get information. 

 Letters,  computers, 

 mobiles,  newspapers, 

 TV  are  all  devices 

 used to receive or send information and messages. 

 Monitors,  CPUs,  keyboards,  mice, 
 printers  and  speakers  are  all  different 
 parts of a computer. 

 Let's Practice: 
 Q.1) Write the answers. 

 1) What are the benefits of the telephone? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
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 2) What information does a newspaper provide? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

   

 3) Where is the computer used? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 4) How were messages sent in the past? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2) Do this. 

 1) Write the text on a postcard and send it to your relative. 

 2) Write down your residential address and show it to your mother. 

 Q.3) Who am I ? 

 1) A machine that works faster  ___________________________________ 

 2) It makes us listen to songs.  ___________________________________ 

 3) It types words.  ___________________________________ 

 4) Stores information.  ___________________________________ 

 5) Shows a picture.  ___________________________________ 

 Activities: 

 1) Draw and paint a picture of a computer . 

 2) Get more information about computers. 

 Links for more study: 
 1)  https://diksha.gov.in/dial/ZZWFQC 
 2)  https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31281621174018867214627?referrer=utm_s 
 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31288133580875 
 366414 
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 Activity Sheet : 17 
 Means of transportation 

 Let’s Understand  :  Means of transportation, Traffic rules 
 References :  Vehicles (Page no.79 of Std. II textbook  ''Play, Do and Learn'  ) 
 Learning outcomes :  Understand traffic rules. 
 Let’s take a look : 

 In the past, when there were no vehicles, people used to walk from one place to 

 another. Over the period of time, some means of transport have been created to move 

 people, objects, or goods from one place to another. We call them vehicles. 

 Vehicles: 

 Bullock cart                 Horse cart                   Truck                        Jeep 

 Bus                      Rickshaw                  Motorcycle 
 In  our  surroundings,  we  see  various  vehicles  passing  through  the  road,  sky  and 

 water. These are our means of transportation. 
 There are certain traffic rules. 

 1) Use zebra crossing while crossing the road. 

 2)  Pay  attention  to  road  signals.  Stop  when  the 
 red  light  in  the  signal  comes  on.  When  you  see  a 
 yellow  light,  look  at  both  sides 
 of  the  road.  Go  ahead  when 
 the green light comes on. 
 3) Walk on the left side of the 
 road. 
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 Let's Practice : 
 Q.1) Answer the following questions. 
 1) What means are used to travel from one country to another? 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 2) Why do you go to school? 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2) Get information. 

 a) What is this picture and where is it used? 

 ___________________________________ 

 b) What is this picture and What does this vehicle run on? 

 ___________________________________ 

 Q. 3) Collect pictures of vehicles and paste them into the notebook. 

 Q.4) What does the signal lights given below refer to? 

 1) Red light            _______________________________________________________ 
 2) Yellow light        _______________________________________________________ 
 3) The green light  _______________________________________________________ 

 Q.5) Match the following means of transport with what they pass through. 
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 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31292737537117388811408 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31270802528197836813250?referrer=utm_s 

 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3126994044438 

 3641613337 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31279340575083724815644?referrer=utm_s 

 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31266775505871 

 667213038 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31279340575083724815644?referrer=utm_s 

 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31266775844815 

 667213051 
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https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31279340575083724815644?referrer=utm_source%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31266775844815667213051
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 Activity Sheet : 18 
 Growth 

 Let’s Understand :  Growth, growth in plants, growth of baby, growth in animals. 
 Reference :  In the textbook  'Play, Do and Learn'  of Std.I, page no.51 
 Learning outcomes :  Participates in activities related to food, clothing, shelter. 
 Let’s take a look : 
 Storytelling 

 There was a boy named Raju. 

 Once his mother gave him a mango to 
 eat. 

 After  eating  a  mango,  Raju  dug  a  hole  in 
 the yard and planted mango seed there. 

 With regular water supply, a plant grew 
 there.After a few years the plant became 
 a big tree.  Raju too grew up along with 
 a tree. 

 In the same way, changes happen in the human body over a period of time. A 
 baby grows slowly after birth. 
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 Animals undergo similar changes. 

 After birth, the puppies begin to grow 
 slowly. 

 The body needs food for growth. 

 Let's Practice : 
 Q. 1) Answer the following question. 

 1) The plant in the pot is dry. What will you do? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2)  To raise the child, what do you give him to eat? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 3) Would you try to wear the shirt given in the picture below to the baby ? State the 
 reason. 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 4) Name the fruit with many seeds. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2) Draw and colour the mango seed. 
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 Q.3) Write the proper sequence according to the growth of the baby. 

 __________  __________              __________              ___________ 

 Links for more study : 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31277299002216448014275?referrer=utm_s 
 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3124459133483 
 2537615780 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31270802528197836813250?referrer=utm_s 

 ource%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3126993760472 

 8422413315 
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https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31277299002216448014275?referrer=utm_source%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31244591334832537615780
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31277299002216448014275?referrer=utm_source%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31244591334832537615780
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31270802528197836813250?referrer=utm_source%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31269937604728422413315
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31270802528197836813250?referrer=utm_source%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31269937604728422413315
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31270802528197836813250?referrer=utm_source%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31269937604728422413315
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 Activity Sheet : 19 
 Plants and crops in environment 

 Let’s Understand :  Plants and crops in the surrounding area. 
 Reference :  Class II Balbharati 2.1 
 Learning Outcomes :  Identify different types of plants and crops in the surroundings. 
 Let’s take a look : 

 There  are  all  kinds  of  plants,  big  and  small.  There  are  various  trees  in  your  area. 
 We get grain from plants. Examples - wheat, rice, sorghum, millet, etc. 

 Cereals:  Pulses  like  gram,  tur,  green 
 gram, pea are available. 

 Fruits and  vegetables are obtained from 
 plants. 

 The  coconut  tree  is  tall.  It  has 
 long  leaves.  Coconuts  are  hung  in  the 
 grooves  of  the  bushes.  The  coconut  tree 
 is also called Maad. 

 They make brooms, baskets, soup, 
 ornaments and other items from 
 bamboo. 
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 Plants  provide  flowers,  fruits,  medicines,  wood,  shade.  Spices  and  oils  are 
 obtained  from  plants.  Plants  are  very  useful  for  food,  clothing  and  housing.  Plants 
 should be planted and taken care of. Plants should not be destroyed for no reason. 

 Let's Practice: 
 Q. 1) Answer the following question. 

 1) What do you get from coconut trees? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) What crops are grown in your field? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 3) What kind of work does a farmer do in the field? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Q.2) Match the following correctly. 

 Group A  Group B 
 1) Jawar  A) Fruit 

 2) Green gram  B) Vegetable 

 3) Sweet lime  C) Grain 

 4) Fenugreek                           D) Pulses 

 Q.3) Strike off  the wrong words given in bold letters. 
 1) Potatoes are a  tuber  /  leafy  vegetable. 

 2)  Mogra  /  Gulmohur  is a fragrant plant. 

 3)  Sesame  /  Clove  is a spice plant. 

 4)  Basil  /  Cotton  is a medicinal plant. 

 5)  Oil  /  Sugar  is obtained from sugarcane. 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_3128820156368814081839 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_3128502007042785281571?referrer=utm_so 

 urce%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_312861531912380 

 41613879 
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 Activity Sheet : 20 
 Calendar 

 Let's Understand :  Calendar. 

 Reference :  'Lesson No. 17 Calendar' in Class II Language. 

 Learning outcomes :  Make materials according to taste by combining modernity with 

 the available material in the area. 

 Let’s take a look : 
 1) What is there in the picture ? 
 ______________________________ 

 2) Where did you see this object? 
 ______________________________ 

 We  have  such  a  calendar  at  home.  It  gives  us 
 information  about  the  year,  month,  time  and  date.  The 
 calendar  contains  various  festivals,  birth 
 anniversaries,  death  anniversaries  of  famous  personalities  and  other  special  days.  You 
 can get information about this by reading the  calendar. 

 Let's Practice: 
 Q.1) Observe, read and write the answers. 
 1) How many total days are there in the 

 month of August? 

 ______________________________ 
 2) Which festivals are there in the month of 

 August? 

 ______________________________ 
 3) How many  total Sundays are there in the 

 month of August? 

 ______________________________ 
 4) Which days have come five times in the 
 month of August? 

 ______________________________ 
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 Q2) Find out the names of the months and write it correctly. 

 J  U  N  E  K  F 

 A  U  G  U  S  T 

 N  Z  W  B  J  M 

 U  S  E  P  U  A 

 A  P  R  I  L  R 

 R  O  M  A  Y  C 

 Y  F  D  B  R  H 

 Q.3) See the next month's calendar and inform your mother regarding, What will you do 
 in the first week of next month? 

 Q.4) Draw a calendar or prepare a calendar. 

 Links for more study : 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_3129025945734266881739 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312816157237739520115018?referrer=utm_source%3 

 Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3130143269919948801296 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312816157237739520115018?referrer=utm_source%3 

 Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3128820217870008321853 
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 Activity sheet : 21 
 Introduction of  village 

 Let’s Understand:  Introduction to the village. 

 Reference  : Class II Balbharti Lesson No. 14 Zaripada. 

 Learning Outcome:  Participate in activities related to food, clothing, shelter. 

 Let’s take a look : 
 Read the following questions and write the answers. 
 a) In which village/town do you live? 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 b) Write the names of the neighbouring villages/towns? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 What is the picture about?  ______________________________ 

 Some  villages  are  situated  on  the  banks  of  rivers  or  streams.  Some  villages  are 
 surrounded  by  small  or  large  hills.  The  houses  in  the  villages  are  made  of  mud.  In  the 
 villages  you  can  see  cows,  buffaloes,  hens,  goats  etc.  The  village  has  pathways.  Adjacent 
 to  the  village  there  is  another  small  road,  through  which  people  come  and  go.  Bullock 
 carts,  bicycles  and  a  motor  vehicle  pass  through  it.  ST  vehicles,  trucks  and  other 
 vehicles  run  on  a  paved  road  passing  through  the  village.  There  are  farms  in  the  vicinity 
 of  the  village.  Farmers  harvest  many  crops  from  the  field.  The  village  has  primary 
 schools. In a big village, there is a Gram Panchayat and a Public Health Center. 
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 Let's Practice: 
 1) Describe your village/town. 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) What is this picture about? 

 _________________________________________ 

 3) Where would you like to live, village or city? Why? 

 __________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________ 

 4) List the names of the cities you know. 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 5) Write where you can see the following things. 

 A. Gram Panchayat  _____________________________________ 

 b. Railways  _____________________________________ 

 c. Large dispensary  _____________________________________ 

 d. Factory  _____________________________________ 

 6. Why do villagers go to the city? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31287636425807462412024 
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 Activity Sheet : 22 
 Our India 

 Let's Understand:  Our India. 
 Reference:  Class II Balbharati 'Lesson 21' 
 Learning  Outcome:  Understand  the  importance  of  physical  features,  flora  and  fauna, 
 religions and festivals in India 
 Let’s take a look : 

 India is my country. I am Indian. 
 Tricolor 

 The tricolor is the national flag of India. 
 Peacock - 

 The peacock is the national bird of India. 
 Tiger - 

 The tiger is the national animal of India. 

 Himalayas - 

 The Himalayas are the highest 
 mountains in India. 

 Delhi - 

 Delhi is the capital of India. 

 There  are  people  in  India  who  speak 
 different  languages.  Similarly  in  the  way 
 people  dress,  there  is  diversity  in  food 
 too. 
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 We  celebrate  some  important  days  in 
 the  history  of  India  as  a  festival.  They 
 are  called  national  festivals.  Every  year 

 we  celebrate  15th  August  as 
 Independence Day. 

 Similarly, we celebrate 26January as 
 Republic Day. 

 People  of  many  religions  live  in  our  country.  They  celebrate  their  festivals. 
 Various  festivals  like  Holi,  Rakshabandhan,  Dussehra,  Gudhi  padwa,  Ganesh  Chaturthi 
 are celebrated. 
 Diwali: 

 Diwali is the festival of lights celebrated 
 with great joy. 
 Ramadan Eid: 

 On  the  day  of  this  festival,  Muslims  pray 
 in  the  mosque.  They  greet  each  other  as 
 'Eid Mubarak'. 
 Guru Nanak Jayanti: 

 Since  Guru  Nanak  founded  Sikhism, 
 Guru  Nanak's  birthday  is  celebrated  by 
 Sikhs with great joy. 
 Christmas: 

 Jesus  Christ  founded  Christianity.  The 
 birthday  of  Jesus  Christ  is  celebrated 
 with great pomp as Christmas. 

 Many such festivals of different religions are celebrated with enthusiasm in our 
 country. 
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 Let's Practice: 
 1) List the cities you know. 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 2) What is your favorite animal? 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 3) Write information about peacocks. 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 4) Draw a tricolor and colour it. 

 5) Find out which festivals are celebrated by the people around you. 

 Links for more study: 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_312584146867625984114698 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31281621174018867214627?referrer=utm_source%3D 
 mobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3128820156368814081839 
 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_3128502007042785281571?referrer=utm_source%3D 

 mobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31286153414068633613912 

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_3128502007042785281571?referrer=utm_source%3D 

 mobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3128826233571328001127 

 ***** 
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